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cc-tapis was created in 2011 by the traditional Persian house 

Maison Chamszadeh, founded in 1943 and well known in France for 

the quality of its handknotted rugs. The main headquarters are 

now in Milan, where a team of designers innovate through a new 

approach to traditional methods. Undyed raw materials, innovative 

weaving patterns and techniques are key parts of the process.
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highlights

a selection of new 
designs and color 
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our collections.
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SLINKIE DOUBLE SLINKIE

slinkie
SIGNATURE COLLECTION

designed by 
Patricia Urquiola

230 x 268cm154 x 320cm
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TRIPLE SLINKIE CARTESIO OUTLINE

flatlandia
SIGNATURE COLLECTION

designed by 
Elena Salmistraro

223 x 300cm 230 x 300cm

CARTESIO
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SUPER ROCK SUPER RUNNER

SIGNATURE COLLECTION

super fake

designed by 
Bethan Laura Wood

250 x 250cm 80 x 350cm
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SUPER ROUND SUPER STANDARD
250 x 250cm 230 x 300cm
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KISO MATA

tribù
SIGNATURE COLLECTION

designed by 
Ludovica+Roberto Palomba SWAZI >

176 x 230cm 230 x 300cm
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envolée
SIGNATURE COLLECTION

designed by 
Cristina Celestino

230 x 300cm
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bliss
SIGNATURE COLLECTION

ROUND blue BIG blue

designed by 
Mae Engelgeer

170 x 300cm250cm
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A faded

visioni
SIGNATURE COLLECTION

A std

giudecca
SIGNATURE COLLECTION

designed by 
Patricia Urquiola

designed by 
Zanellato/Bortotto

150 x 240cm190 x 300cm
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white

after party
SIGNATURE COLLECTION

pink

designed by 
Garth Roberts

THE ONE

the one
/ the other

SIGNATURE COLLECTION

THE OTHER

designed by 
Alex Proba

230 x 300cm 230 x 300cm
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rotazioni a
SIGNATURE COLLECTION

designed by 
Patricia Urquiola

LOWRES

220 x 300cm
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SIGNATURE COLLECTION

designed by 
Chiara Andreatti

primitive weave

230 x 300cm 230 x 300cm
1 std 2 std
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eyes 
in chains

SIGNATURE COLLECTION

designed by 
Federico Pepe

p
h
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o
 
b
y
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230 x 300cm
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designed by 
Studiopepe.

TALISMAN pink

hello sonia! wallhanging
/ talisman

WALLHANGING COLLECTION

HELLO SONIA! WALLHANGING big
140 x 160cm 65 x 127cm
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ecaille 
degradé 2.0

CONTEMPORARY COLLECTION

230 x 300cm230 x 300cm
tealsleek

faded

mini infini soie
CONTEMPORARY COLLECTION
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new japan
OLDIE COLLECTION

230 x 300cm
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oldie soie
OLDIE COLLECTION

sleek

230 x 300cm

3938



oldie
OLDIE COLLECTION

segni minimi
OLDIE COLLECTION

yellowLIGHT black FULL rust

cipria

230 x 300cm230 x 300cm 230 x 300cm
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white&black black&white

traces 
d’aubusson

TRACES DE MEMOIRE COLLECTION

ice / bronze >

230 x 300cm
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traces 
d’orient

traces 
de savonnerie

TRACES DE MEMOIRE COLLECTION TRACES DE MEMOIRE COLLECTION

light caramel

full white&black

230 x 300cm230 x 300cm
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230 x 300cm 230 x 300cm 230 x 300cm
ivory

std

dipped
angle

dipped
cut

DIPPED COLLECTIONDIPPED COLLECTION

black-cipria green-cipria
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new
forêt

NEW CLASSIC COLLECTION

230 x 300cm
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designed by 
Studio Klass

cinquecento
NEW CLASSIC COLLECTION

VENEZIANO MAZZOLINO ROVERELLA
230 x 300cm 230 x 300cm 230 x 300cm

NASTAGIO
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cut-out
monocromo

petrol

ARCHITECTURAL COLLECTION

linen natural white >

designed by 
A.Parisotto + M.Formenton

230 x 300cm
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casellario monocromo 
ARCHITECTURAL COLLECTION

black bronze

designed by 
A.Parisotto + M.Formenton

230 x 300cm
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tye ‘n dye
ARCHITECTURAL COLLECTION

petrol

campo
METROQUADRO COLLECTION

blue

flamingo

designed by 
Leonardo Talarico

230 x 300cm 230 x 300cm
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cut out 
2.0 linen

METROQUADRO COLLECTION

black

nino
METROQUADRO COLLECTION

gold

teal

designed by 
A.Parisotto + M.Formenton

230 x 300cm 230 x 300cm
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dune >

orizzonti
METROQUADRO COLLECTION

selva sorgente

designed by 
Eligo Studio

230 x 300cm
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hello sonia!
METROQUADRO COLLECTION

designed by 
Studiopepe.

ginger

rust forest

230 x 300cm 230 x 300cm
sleek

230 x 300cm
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hello sonia!
reloaded

METROQUADRO COLLECTION

designed by 
Studiopepe.

ginger

230 x 300cm
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chapter 2
behind cc-tapis

cc-tapis rugs 
are completely 
hand-knotted 

by expert tibetan 
artisans in nepal.
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discover more
at cc-tapis.com

production

  All cc-tapis rugs are handknotted, 

that means every knot has been made by hand, 

which is quite a task if you can imagine 

that a cc-tapis rug can have up to 232.000 tibetan knots 

per square meter. No machines are ever used in the entire 

process and all rugs are produced the way they were 

produced a century ago.  

A strong respect 

for the materials and for the 

culture of this ancient craft 

is reflected in the company’s 
eco-friendly approach to 

every step of production, 

ranging from the  hand-

spinning of the softest 

Himalayan wool to the use 

of purified rainwater for 
the washing of the final 

products, making each one   

of cc-tapis rugs unique.

Far from mass 

production, cc-tapis 

aims to offer a 

tailored service to 

those who understand  

and enjoy a high-end 

product, where a 3 

month production time 

contains a story of 

ageless culture.
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materials
Himalayan wool

Himalayan wool comes from Tibetan Highland sheep, a robust and durable wool 

which is rich in natural lanolin. Lanolin gives the wool its strength and 

protects the sheep from the harsh weather in the Himalayas making the rugs 

naturally stain resistant. When dyed Himalayan wool maintains 

an incredible depth to the color never becoming flat.

Pure silk
cc-tapis uses pure silk, made by the silk worm, which is imported directly 

from China. Extremely fine with a beautiful and natural shine.

Bamboo silk
A fibre created from bamboo cellulose. It is a natural and sustainable 

material with a thick and smooth texture. It has a beautiful shine very 
similar to pure silk. We recommend it for projects where clients would like 

full silky rugs with a thick, lustrous and high-pile.

Linen
Linen is a natural material made from fibers of the flax plant. It is a rich 

and thick material which has a beautiful and subtle shine.

Aloe
Aloe is a local nepali word for a type of nettle plant which grows abundantly 

in Nepal.

A material that once it has been hand-carded and hand-spun is strong and 

extremely durable. 

It has a harder texture than wool and due to this hardiness we recommend it 
for contract applications or high-traffic areas such as shops or hotels. It 

sheds much less than wool 

and can be fully dyed with the exception of light cold colors.

bespoke 
Producing our rugs exclusively by hand means that we are able 

to customize every rug. We can adapt the dimensions, give many 

of our models new colors, or work with you on a completely new design. 

There are endless possibilities to create a unique carpet using more 

than 1200 different colors and materials like wool, silk, linen 

or aloe, which can be combined to create different textures and varying 

pile heights. Between 8 and 24 weeks may be needed to produce 

our handknotted rugs, depending on the size, the knot-count 

and the complexity of the design. Upon request we may also produce 

a sample of the desired carpet.
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©2018 cc-tapis® all rights reserved. 

cc-tapis reserves the rights 

at all time to apply modifications 
for the functional or qualitative 

improvement of its products.

the color and material samples have 

an indicative value.

All cc-tapis Collections:

2015/2016/2017

Photos by Lorenzo Gironi
Art Direction by Motel 409 and Studio MILO

2018

Photos by Beppe Brancato
Styling by Greta Cevenini

Dreams that money can buy 

Photos by Lorenzo Gironi
Art Direction by Motel 409

Special thanks to:

Agape

Agape Casa

Alias

Areti

Arflex
AYTM

B&B Italia
Baxter

Bloc Studios

Cara/Davide

Cassina

Chapel Petrassi

De Sede

Desalto

Driade

Duccio Maria Gambi

E-15

Editions Milano

Fai - Fondo Ambiente Italiano
Flos

Gallotti&Radice

Giorgetti

Glass Italia
Hagit Pincovici

Henry Timi

Ilaria Bianchi
Marta Sala

Matter Made

MDF Italia
Menu

Meridiani

MM Lampadari

Nahoor

Pietro Russo

Poliform 

Pulpo

Riva1920

Shuj

Six Gallery

Spotti Milano

Swing Design Gallery

Tacchini

The Gallery

USM

Villa Panza

Vitra

Metroquadro Collection:

Photos by Silvia Rivoltella
Styling by Greta Cevenini

Special thanks to:

Baxter

Bloc Studios

Brera Design Apartment

Cattelani & Smith

Dedar

EX.T

Federica Elmo

Giulio Tanini

Gallotti&Radice

Matter Made

Marta Sala

Saba

Salvatori

Spazio65

Spotti Milano

Venini

Zanotta

graphic project by MM Company
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